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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi! My name is Nathaniel Frissell, W2NAF. I’m an assistant professor at the University of Scranton, lead principal investigator of the Personal Space Weather Station project, and leader and founder of the HamSCI community.Today I’m going to talk about the HamSCI Personal Space Weather Station: Architecture and Current Status.I’m very pleased to be here talking about this project at the 2020 Virtual ARRL-TAPR Digital Communications Conference. Without the collaboration from TAPR, none of this would be possible. As you can see, I have many co-authors on this project. In this presentation, I will give a high-level overview of the Personal Space Weather Station project. Throughout this year’s DCC, you will hear from many of my co-authors who will be giving detailed updates on their respective parts of the project.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The amateur radio hobby is truly amazing, as it has so many facets, with just a few different ones shown on this slide. I personally have always had a tremendous fascination with the high frequency side of the hobby, as I am sure many others listening to this presentation have as well. For me, one the major driving factors of this fascination is not only HF radio’s unique ability propagate over the horizon and around the world, but also the variability associated with that propagation. We know that this variability is caused by changes in the ionosphere driven by a complex mix of forcing from space, forcing from the neutral atmosphere, and internal physical processes. In spite of more than a century of study, there is still a great deal we do not know about radio propagation or the ionosphere. Although we have some understanding of the big picture, we do not understand the short-term, small spatial scale dynamics that affect our daily radio operations.All of this has helped to bring on the idea of the Personal Space Weather Station. It is actually Ward Silver, N0AX, who said that after the 2017 Eclipse project this should be HamSCI’s next project. It is very exciting to be here today with TAPR and all of our collaborators  who are working together to make this a reality. By working together with both the amateur radio and professional geospace communities, it is my hope that this project will simultaneously help to advance our knowledge of the ionosphere and be useful to amateur radio operators around the world.As you can see in today’s presentations, the PSWS is not something you can go out and buy today. Instead, this is a collaborative project that is being designed and developed right now.
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What is a Personal Space Weather Station?
• The HamSCI Personal Space Weather Station (PSWS) is a multi-instrument, ground-based 

device designed to observe space weather effects both as a single-point measurement 
and as part of a larger, distributed network.

• It is “Personal” because it is being designed such that an individual should be able to 
purchase one and operate it in their own backyard.

• For amateur radio operators, the PSWS should provide information about current radio 
propagation conditions both locally and as part of a global network.

• In addition, the PSWS design takes into account the needs of professional researchers 
who want to study specific aspects of the ionosphere and space weather.

• The PSWS is being developed as a collaborative project under the 
Ham Radio Science Citizen Investigation (HamSCI) collective, led by the University of 
Scranton with collaborators at Case Western Reserve University, the New Jersey Institute 
of Technology (NJIT), the University of Alabama, the MIT Haystack Observatory, TAPR, and 
volunteers from additional universities and the amateur radio community.
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Amateur Radio Frequencies and Modes
Frequency Wavelength

LF 135 kHz 2,200 m

M
F 473 kHz 630 m

1.8 MHz 160 m

H
F

3.5 MHz 80 m

7 MHz 40 m

10 MHz 30 m

14 MHz 20 m

18 MHz 17 m

21 MHz 15 m

24 MHz 12 m

28 MHz 10 m

VH
F+

50 MHz 6 m

And more…
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Eclipsed SAMI3 - PHaRLAP Raytrace
1600 UT 21 Aug 2017 • 14.03 MHz • TX: AA2MF (Florida) • RX: WE9V (Wisconsin)

PHaRLAP: Cervera & Harris, 2014, https://doi.org/10.1002/2013JA019247
SAMI3: Huba & Drob, 2017, https://doi.org/10.1002/2017GL073549

• Amateurs routinely use HF-VHF transionospheric links.
• Often ~100 W into dipole, vertical, or small beam antennas.
• Common HF Modes

• Data: FT8, PSK31, WSPR, RTTY
• Morse Code / Continuous Wave (CW)
• Voice: Single Sideband (SSB)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into the design and status of the Personal Space Weather Station, let’s review some ways we can remote sense the ionosphere using amateur radio frequencies and show a few examples.So, how are we able to remote sense the ionosphere using amateur radio frequencies?If the conditions are right, radio signals of a particular frequency will be refracted back to Earth by the ionosphere, the electrically charged layer of the atmosphere from about 60 to 1000 km altitude. This is most common in the medium and high frequency bands, which range from 0.3 to 30 MHz. The red path in the ray trace diagram displayed here models the transionospheric link on 14.03 MHz between AA2MF transmitting in Florida and WE9V receiving 1700 km away in Wisconsin. The ray trace is computed using the PHaRLAP raytracing toolkit through a solar-eclipsed version of the SAMI3 first-principles ionospheric model. The ionosphere will modulate the radio signal as it passes through, and these modulations can be used to remote-sense the ionospheric state.It is useful to examine radio signals across a wide range of frequencies because the ionospheric effects on radio waves, including refraction and absorption, are frequency dependent. Because of this, it is advantageous that we as amateur radio operators have license to transmit on a large number of slice bands distributed throughout the radio spectrum, including those shown in the table on the right.

https://doi.org/10.1002/2013JA019247
https://doi.org/10.1002/2017GL073549
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Current Amateur Radio Observation Networks

Reverse Beacon Network (RBN)
reversebeacon.net

WSPRNet
wsprnet.org

PSKReporter
pskreporter.info

• Quasi-Global
• Organic/Amateur Radio Run
• Unique & Quasi-random geospatial sampling

• Data back to 2008 (A whole solar cycle!)
• Available in real-time!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks to systems such as the Reverse Beacon Network, the Weak Signal Propagation Reporting Network, and PSK Reporter, we already have real-time and archival radio propagation observations available to study. These networks are quasi-global, and the data archives now cover an entire solar cycle. Already, we have been able to use data from these systems in peer-reviewed scientific publications. The next few slides include a few examples of this.
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Examples of Amateur Radio Research
• Existing amateur radio observations networks, not specifically designed for scientific use, 

have already enabled ionospheric observations using amateur radio.

[Frissell et al., 2018, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL077324]

2017 Eclipse Continental US Observations 2017 Eclipse WWV Doppler Shift Observations
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Amateur Radio Observations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an example, the figure on the left shows observations and model results from the 2017 total solar eclipse published in Geophysical Research Letters. The top figure shows 14 MHz amateur radio Reverse Beacon Network observations before, during, and after the eclipse. The bottom panel shows model results using PHaRLAP raytracing through the SAMI3 solar-eclipsed ionosphere. Both the observations and the model show the drop-off in 14 MHz radio communications as a result of the eclipse-induced electron density depletion.The figure on the right also shows observations from the 2017 total solar eclipse. These are unpublished carrier frequency measurements of the 10 MHz signal transmitted by WWV in Fort Collins, CO and received by an amateur near Milwaukee, WI using a receiver with a GNSS Disciplined Oscillator reference. From 14 to 16 UT, positive excursions from 10 MHz are likely due to a shortening of the propagation path as ionospheric densities increase throughout the morning. Conversely, negative excursions in measured frequency are observed in the evening from 20 to 22 UT. Eclipse effects are observed between 16 and 20 UT, with negative excursions during eclipse onset and positive excursions as the eclipse ends. The sudden jump in observed frequency just before 18 UT is associated with a C-class X-ray solar flare observed by the GOES spacecraft.While we have been able to make great use of the RBN, WSPRNet, and PSKReporter data, we note that these systems were not necessarily designed with the goals of generating scientific grade observations. Therefore, reports from these systems may have limited timestamp accuracy, frequency stability, and flexibility for designing special observation modes. Furthermore, frequency measurements like the ones shown here are often difficult to make and not automated. This is where the Personal Space Weather Station project is working to address these issues. The PSWS will also incorporate instruments such as a magnetometer and GPS/GNSS receiver that will enable a more complete set of ground-based geospace environment measurements.

https://doi.org/10.1029/2018GL077324
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What makes up a PSWS?
HamSCI Public Database 

&
Central Control System

InternetComputer
(e.g. Single Board Computer)

• Local User Display
• Local Data Reduction
• Sends Data to Central Server

Antenna(s) Software Defined Radio
(~100 kHz – 60 MHz)

• Raw I/Q Output
• HF Spectrum Snapshots
• Standards Stations (e.g. WWV Doppler Shifts)
• Passive Ionosonde Receiver
• Amateur Radio Monitor (FT8, WSPR, RBN)
• HF Noise Characterization
• Lightning DetectionGNSS 

Disciplined 
Oscillator & 

TEC Receiver

Ground
Magnetometer

Future 
Instrument(s)

?
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Presentation Notes
What makes up a Personal Space Weather Station?
At the heart of the personal space weather station is a software defined radio receiver with frequency coverage from approximately 100 kHz to 60 MHz. This frequency range was chosen because signals in the medium and high frequency bands (300 kHz – 30 MHz) are particularly sensitive to variations of the ionospheric state. This receiver will be able to listen for signals of opportunity and  transmissions made specifically for coordinated experiments. The primary output of the SDR will be raw in-phase/quadrature (IQ) samples, which can then be derived into a variety of data products. This includes snapshots of the entire high frequency radio spectrum, Doppler shift measurements of signals received from standards stations such as WWV and CHU, oblique ionograms from ionosondes of opportunity, decodes of digital amateur radio signals including FT8, the Weak Signal Propagation Reporter (WSPR) mode, and Morse Code which can be sent to the Reverse Beacon Network (RBN). These SDR observations can also be used to measure high frequency band noise and detect lightning signatures.A dual-frequency Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver chip will be used to serve as a highly stable frequency reference, provide precision timestamping with 10 to 100 ns accuracy, and provide Total Electron Content (TEC) measurements.A magneto-inductive ground magnetometer will provide 3-axis magnetic field measurements at a 1 second cadence with ~10 nT resolution.A local computer will coordinate operation of all attached instruments, handle local data reduction, provide a local user interface or display, send data back to a central database, and receive commands and updates from the central control system.This system is modular, so instruments can be added or removed as needed. For instance, high latitude users may want to add an auroral camera.
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SDR-Based and Low-Cost PSWS Versions 7

SDR-Based PSWS (Tangerine)

HamSCI Public Database
and 

System Control

Internet

Single Board Computer
e.g. Odroid N2

• Instrument Control
• Local Data Reduction
• Connection to Central Server

• Sends Data
• Receives Commands

• Local Data Display

Cross-
Polarized
Antennas TangerineSDR

• 0.1 – 60 MHz Direct Sampling
• FPGA
• Spectrum/IQ Data

• Wideband -or-
• Multiple Slice Receivers

• Useful for many experiment types
GNSS

Disciplined 
Oscillator &

TEC Receiver

Ground
Magnetometer

Local Data Storage
• External HD/SSD
• High-Capacity (>1 TB)
• Ring Buffer

Future 
Instrument

?

(a) Low-Cost PSWS (Grape)

HamSCI Public 
Database

and 
System Control

Internet

Single Board Computer
e.g. Raspberry Pi 4

• Instrument Control
• Local Data Reduction
• Connection to Central Server
• Sends Data
• Receives Commands
• Local Data Display

Antenna

Standards Station 
Receiver (SSR)

• Monitor spectra of standards stations 
(e.g. WWV and CHU) on multiple HF BandsGNSS

Disciplined 
Oscillator

Ground
Magnetometer

Local Data Storage
• On-board SD Card
• Low capacity

(< 500 GB)

Future 
Instrument

?

(b)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help maximize adoption, two versions of the Personal Space Weather Station are being developed: A highly-flexible Software Defined Radio-based version and a more-focused, low-cost version.The software defined radio based version has the features that were already described: A synchronized dual-channel 0.1-60 MHz FPGA-based direct sampling software defined radio, cross-polarized wideband receive antennas, a dual-channel GNSS module for precision timestamping, frequency reference, and Total Electron Content measurements. A more powerful single-board computer, such as the Odroid N2, will be selected as the computer. The SDR in this version is known as the “TangerineSDR” and is being developed by TAPR, an amateur radio electrical engineering organization. The target cost of this system is about US$500.The low-cost version of the PSWS is being developed by Case Western Reserve University and the Case Amateur Radio Club W8EDU. The radio in this system is known as the “Grape” and has target cost of about US$100. The Grape radio has a single channel and antenna and can measure frequency variations of received signals such as those from high frequency standards stations including WWV in Fort Collins, CO and CHU in Ottawa, Canada. A single-frequency GNSS Disciplined Oscillator is used as a frequency standard and for precision time stamping. An inexpensive Raspberry Pi will serve as the computer.Both the versions of the Personal Space Weather Station will use the same hardware for the the ground magnetometer. Additionally, the SDR-based version will have a mode to emulate the low-cost version, to allow uniform data collection across the maximum number of nodes for specified campaigns.
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PSWS Teams

University of Alabama
• Bill Engelke AB4EJ (Chief Architect)
• Travis Atkison (PI)
Responsibilities
• Central Database
• Central Control Software
• Local Control Software

University of Scranton
• Nathaniel Frissell W2NAF (PI)
• Dev Joshi KC3PVE(Post-Doc)
• Jonathan Rizzo KC3EEY
• Veronica Romanek KD2UHN
Responsibilities
• Lead Institution
• HamSCI Lead
• Radio Science Lead

TAPR & Zephyr Engineering
• Scotty Cowling WA2DFI (Chief Architect)
• Tom McDermott (RF Board)
• John Ackerman N8UR (Clock Module)
• David Witten KD0EAG (Magnetometer)
• Jules Madey K2KGJ (Magnetometer)
• David Larsen KV0S (Website)
Responsibilities
• TangerineSDR (High Performance)
• Data Engine
• Ground Magnetometer

New Jersey Institute of Technology
• Hyomin Kim KD2MCR (PI)
• Gareth Perry KD2SAK
• Andy Gerrard KD2MCQ
• Diego Sanchez KD2RLM
Responsibilities
• Ground Mag Oversight & Testing
• Science Collaborators

MIT Haystack Observatory
• Phil Erickson W1PJE

Responsibilities
• Science Collaborator

Case Western Reserve University
Case Amateur Radio Club W8EDU
• David Kazdan AD8Y (Lead)
• Kristina Collins KD8OXT
• John Gibbons N8OBJ
• Rob Wiesler AC8YV

Responsibilities
• Low Cost PSWS System

• Soumyajit Mandal (PI)
• Matt McConnell KC8AWM
• Skylar Dannhoff KD9JPX 
• Aidan Montare KB3UMD
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Personal Space Weather Station project is highly collaborative, with multiple institutions, organizations, and volunteers participating. This project falls under the HamSCI collective and receives funding from the National Science Foundation. The University of Scranton is the lead institution for both HamSCI and the Personal Space Weather Station and is responsible for overall project integration and radio science. TAPR and Zephyr Engineering, Inc., are responsible for the TangerineSDR Data Engine, RF Module, Clock Module, and Magnetometer engineering. Case Western Reserve University and the Case Amateur Radio Club W8EDU lead the development of the low-cost Personal Space Weather Station. The New Jersey Institute of Technology is providing scientific oversight of the ground magnetometer. The University of Alabama is responsible of system software and database design, and the MIT Haystack Observatory is serving as a science collaborator.In addition, the open nature of the development process used has allowed many other institutions and people to collaborate and contribute.
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PSWS Current Engineering Status
• Tangerine Data Engine (MAX10)• Schematic capture: 90% complete• BOM: 100% complete• Preliminary CAD work started (part libraries created)• Preliminary PCB placement completed
• Tangerine RF Module (dual-channel 0.1-54MHz)• Schematic capture: 100% complete• BOM: 100% complete• PC Board placement and layout: 100% complete• Ready for Prototype build Waiting on compatibility 

review with DE
• Tangerine Clock Module (ZED-F9T GPSDO)• Preliminary design/part selection: 75% complete• Block diagrams: 75% complete• Connector pin definition: 100% complete• Schematic work not started
• MagnetoPi Hat • Schematic capture: 100% complete• BOM: 100% complete• PC Board placement and layout: 100% complete• Prototype parts buy started• Ready for Prototype build Waiting on compatibility 

review with LC-PSWS
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• Low Cost PSWS (Grape)
• Grape Generation 1 consists of a Leo Bodnar 

GPSDO frequency standard, a low IF receiver 
and a USB based A/D converter running a 
modified version of FLDIGI executing on a 
Raspberry Pi.

• 7 Grape Generation 1 stations operational
• 3 nodes built with commercial receivers 

operational

• Control Software and Database
• Prototype of local control software exists
• Runs on Odroid N2 Single Board Computer
• Uses data from a TangerineSDR Simulator 

(FlexRadio with GPSDO + DAX IQ output)
• Can monitor up to 16 band segments at a time
• 4 types of data collection: Snapshotter, Ring 

Buffer, Firehose(L+R), and FT8/WSPR 
Propagation Monitoring

• Proof of concept code working for all modes 
except WSPR and Firehose L (supercomputer 
interface)
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Summary
• HamSCI is a collective that aims to bring together the amateur radio and professional 

space science research communities for mutual benefit.
• In an effort to improve the scientific usability of amateur radio observations and aid in 

amateur radio communications, HamSCI is developing a Personal Space Weather Station 
designed with science requirements in mind from the very beginning. These modular 
systems will include:

• HF Radio Receivers for studying the ionosphere using signals of opportunity
• Ground Magnetometer with ~10 nT resolution
• GNSS Receivers for precision timestamping and frequency stability
• Target price between $100 - $1000, depending on capabilities.
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Thank You!
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